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Park Prestige 4WD

13-6125-11

PARK

PARK PRESTIGE 4WD

A Front mower with four wheel drive and genuine articulated 
steering.  

  

The front mounted deck lets you see what you are cutting. The 
genuine articulated steering in combination with four wheel drive 
offers total freedom - choose any path you like on the lawn. The 
Multiclip system cuts and fertilises. Multiclip in combination with 
Stiga developed muffler makes the unit very silent.  

  

The Front mower is very well equipped. Features are for example; 
variable speed (hydrostatic) regulated with a foot pedal, foot-con-
trolled attachment lift, adjustable comfort-seat and steering wheel, 
hour meter for simplified maintenance, headlight. Rear casing can 
be folded up. Transparent tank shows how much petrol remains. 
The cutting deck can be angled into a cleaning position without 
remowing the belt. The decks have different cutting widths (107 
or 121 cm).  

  

Choose from a wide range of accessories. You can for example 
easily change from a cutting deck, sweeper or edge cutter to a 
snow blade or snow thrower.  

  



Park Prestige 4WD (13-6125-11)

  MOTOR
  Brand     Kohler Courage
  Power     18 hp
  Cylinders     1 cyl

  FUEL
  Type of fuel     Petrol
  Tank volume     14 l

  SPEED CONTROL
  Type of transmission     4WD Pro
  Number of gears     Speed gear 0-10 km/h + R

  STEERING
  Type of steering     Genuine articulated steering
  Servo assisted steering     Mechanical
  Adjustable steering wheel     Yes
  Articulated steering through chain/chain     Yes

  WHEELS
  Type of wheels     Stiga special lawn tyre tread
  Wheel size     16 inches
  Tyre pressure     Front 0,6bar. Rear 0,4bar
  Driving     Four wheel drive
  Snow chains     Accessory

  CUTTING SYSTEM
  Type of cutting system     Front cutting deck
  Cutting heights     30-85 mm in 14 steps
  Cutting width     107 or 121 cm

  CONTROLS
  Deck connection     Quick coupling
  Deck lift     Foot controlled
  Electric starter     Yes
  Head light     Yes
  Hour meter     Yes
  Gear lever     Foot pedal

  COLOUR &  MATERIAL
  Colour     Yellow / Gray
  Material of chassis     Steel

  MEASURES &  WEIGHT
  Weight     230 kg
  Package size WxHxL     95x100x205 cm
  Largest measures WxHxL     130x120x250 cm

  SEAT
  Type of seat     Comfort seat with high back support
  Seat adjustable horizontally     Yes

  OTHER FACTS
  CE-mark     Yes
  Instructions for use     8211-0540-01
  EAN bar code     731 332 130 299 3


